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Thaddeus Elway

Thaddeus Elway is an NPC controlled by GM Lamb in the Service to The Free State plot.

Thaddeus Elway
Species: Nepleslian
Gender: Male

Organization: SMoDIoN
Occupation: Assistant

Rank: Master Sergeant
Current Placement: Free State Joint Patrol

Character Description

Thaddeus Elway is a tall, hollow-faced man with a pointed jaw and contemplative features. He almost
never smiles, which is good because even his smirks lend him the look of a villain. Bereft of any hair save
a short and narrow mohawk, Thaddeus carries nearly as many visible scars upon his head and face as he
does cybernetic enhancements. That is to say, most of his organs are not made of carbon. His arms and
shoulders are advanced prosthetics, his legs from the knees down are metal simulacrum stuffed into
boots, and his spinal column has firmware (which is in need of an update). This cyber-enhancement
seems to have seeped into Thad's personality, as well. He is a cool and calculating person who's always
several steps ahead of everyone nearby. His meticulous planning often results in fast results when well-
executed, and his advice is valued by his superiors when asked for, though never volunteered. Thaddeus
is a respectful individual, if a bit cold, and never offers suggestions when he isn't asked for them. He is a
strictly disciplined individual when on-the-job and regards the actions of his superiors to be better-
informed decisions even when he knows better from the power of logic alone. Off-the-job, there are
frightening rumors surrounding him. Nothing is proven, but Thaddeus is a minor celebrity in the Corps
rumor mill for being both somewhat of a vigilante and possessing an extremely adventurous sexuality.

History and Relationship Notes

Sergeant Elway has been a die-hard supporter of the Green Faction for as long as he's been old enough
to support things. From a political gangster on the streets during the civil war to an honest soldier after
the succession; the story of Thaddeus' rise through the ranks has been storied. Over the years he's
acquired a bevy of strange tastes and ideas, none of which has clouded his professional outlook. While
he's served as a trainer of men during the most recent war with the NMX, his current assignment is as
the personal assistant to Commandant Killroyal Black.

Skill Areas

Communications: Fluent in Trade, Yamatai-go, Abwheran (Enough to pick up a whore), Elysian
Knowledge
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Leadership
Tactics
Fighting
Law
Linguistics

Inventory

Thaddeus Elway has the following items:

Nepleslian Standard Issue Equipment
at all times a plan

OOC Discussion

“If you require any additional information, please feel free to call me.”

Character Data
Character Name Thaddeus Elway
Character Owner Lamb
Character Status Inactive Player Character
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